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Abstract— A video-based human-computer interface called the
Finger Counter was developed to allow control of a computer
with hand signals. The interface works in real time with an
inexpensive, consumer-grade camera, such as a webcam. A
background-modeling algorithm compensates for camera noise
and minor vibration to segment the hand from a cluttered
background. A rule-based protrusion estimator determines the
number of fingers a user holds up in front of the camera. The
interface was tested in a game designed to teach children to count
with their fingers and a program that allows a user to “finger
paint” on a computer screen. Tests determined that the hand
signal most difficult to detect is “5,” with worst-case operational
limits on the range of hand’s roll, pitch, and yaw angles of 40◦ ,
114◦ and 21◦ , respectively, and of distance between hand and
camera of 0.67 m. Tests involving 20 subjects showed that the
system successfully recognized gestures between 82.5% and 100%
of the time. Response times averaging 2.38 s were comparable
to those using a keyboard. In tests involving the “finger paint”
program, the median error was 19.5 pixel units compared with
14.2 pixel units for a computer mouse.
Index Terms— Image segmentation, Image classification, Image
shape analysis, User interfaces

I. I NTRODUCTION
The usefulness of hand gestures as a mode of communication has motivated the design of numerous gesture-based
computer interfaces [14], [20], [36], [38], [44], [46], [60],
[63]. Most of these systems were developed in laboratory
conditions, that is, with high-quality cameras on stable tripods
under controlled lighting. For a video interface to be useful to
general users, it should
• function reliably with an inexpensive camera and mount
• allow a wide array of lighting and background conditions
• be easy and intuitive
The Finger Counter is a vision-based interface that aims to
meet these goals. Figure 1 shows a typical system configuration. A user places a video camera, such as an inexpensive
“webcam” designed to interface with a personal computer, on
a table or other surface looking upward. Then, the user makes
hand signals above the camera, assisted by a “user feedback”
window on the screen. The interface works without special
gloves, lighting, cameras, or other equipment. It requires
virtually no training on the part of the user because the gestures
it recognizes – fingers held up in front of the camera –
are simple and intuitive. The system tolerates minor camera
movements, including vibration, that shift the hand in the
image by not more than a few pixels. The system does not
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Fig. 1. The Finger Counter. The webcam (on the table) points upward at
the hand.

require a database of training images. Experiments show that
the response time using the Finger Counter is comparable to
the time it takes to select a key from a keyboard.
Hand gestures can be divided into three parts [30], [39]:
(1) preparation, or movement of the hand into position; (2)
stroke, the gesture itself; and (3) retraction, a withdrawal of the
hand to a neutral posture. Preparation and retraction are often
similar across many different gestures; the stroke contains
the communicative content [30]. The stroke may consist of a
static hand pose or a hand pose coupled with movement [39].
The literature [31], [39], [40] divides hand gestures into four
categories: Gesticulation accompanies speech to emphasize
or enhance communicative meaning. Pantomime connotes a
performance of some kind, without speech. An emblem is
a static gesture that has a particular meaning, such as the
“O.K.” sign. Finally, a sign is a grammatical element in a
sign language, such as American Sign Language.
The category of hand gestures recognized by the Finger
Counter does not fit precisely into a canonical category, though
it is most similar to emblems. Like emblems, the gestures
recognized by the system are unaccompanied by speech. Also
like emblems, they are static in the sense that gestural meaning
is unconnected with movement. For example, if a user holds
up a single finger in the Finger Counter’s “finger paint”
application, the meaning is that a single paint brush is chosen.
Unlike emblems, however, the entire hand’s motion around
the camera’s field of view can act as another channel of
communication. In the “finger paint” application, for example,
the sweep of the user’s fingertip moves the selected brush to
draw on the screen. To distinguish these types of gestures from
emblems, this article uses the term hand signal to characterize
the types of gestures recognized by the system. For purposes
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of this article, hand signals comprise a hand posture that
sometimes is in motion.
The appearance of a hand posture varies due to perspective
effects, the physical characteristics of a particular user’s hand,
and how a user might form a particular posture [47]. Experiments show that the Finger Counter’s rules-based system for
determining hand signals can handle a wide variety of handposture appearances.
An earlier version of the Finger Counter interface [9]
used edge-finding techniques to determine the hand contour,
whereas the system described here uses a contour-following
algorithm. The new system also enhances the backgrounddifferencing method of the earlier system by compensating
for radial distortion and sensor noise.
II. R ELATED WORK
To estimate a hand pose, or series of hand poses, from
one or more images, most systems go through the following stages: segmentation of the hand from the background;
extraction of a feature vector, containing parameters relevant
to a classifier, from the hand image; and classification of the
hand gesture. This section describes how previous researchers
have addressed these challenges.
A. Segmentation
In gesture recognition, hand segmentation is often posed
as the separation of pixels in the image into two categories:
those corresponding to the hand and those corresponding to
the background. Many systems assume that the background is
uniform and neutral, so that the hand is easily segmented by
thresholding intensity values [1], [10], [15], [59]. A common
approach is to have a user hold his or her hand over a
black matte surface, such as a black cloth [34] or require
the user to wear special gloves [29], [42], [53], wrist bands
[37], or other markers [20]. Sometimes, researchers employ
special lighting to improve segmentation results [33]. Another
common technique is to classify pixels according to their
similarity to skin color [4], [13], [21], [32], [37], [48], [51],
[64], or proximity to or dissimilarity with other skin-colored
pixels [36], [51], though segmentation using skin color can
suffer from the fact that skin-colored objects in the background
can cause confusion. Another technique for hand segmentation
compares successive images in a video stream to detect and
track motion [4], [11], [13], [16], [17], [36], [43], [63]. Some
systems combine skin-color and motion-detection methods
[13], [45], [61]. Still other systems use a thermal infrared
camera and threshold the image under the assumption that
the hand is the warmest object in the field of view [43]. Other
systems use multiple cameras to determine the 3D position
of a hand [20], [27], [38] and threshold a composite image
by distance, assuming the hand is closer to the camera than
the background [27]. Thermal and 3D systems require special
cameras and equipment, something the Finger Counter aims
to avoid.
The Finger Counter uses a background alignment method
to detect the hand and segment it from the background. A
model of a background image, without the hand in it, is
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dynamically maintained. When the user’s hand appears, the algorithm estimates the best translational alignment between the
central subimage of the incoming video frame with the current
background model. This subimage alignment compensates for
the types of camera motion that might be found in a home or
office environment, namely, minor perturbations of the camera
due to, for example, vibration from an air conditioner. This
is in contrast with systems that assume a fixed camera and
changing backgrounds (e.g., [36], [52], [55]), for example,
to model the changes in outdoor lighting during long-term
surveillance of pedestrian and cars.
B. Feature extraction
The second major stage in hand-pose recognition, feature
extraction, is the conversion of the color or grayscale pixels of
interest into “features,” or parameters that may be relevant to a
classifier. Sometimes the feature is computed by transforming
the image, for example, skin-colored pixels into grayscale
[32]. Other systems transform the segmented image into a
binary image [29], [33], [37]. Laptev and Lindeberg’s system
applies linear transformations, extracting features at different
scales [35]. Still other systems extract edges, defined as local
maxima in the intensity gradient, for use as features [47];
this technique was used in the prior version of the Finger
Counter, but edges found in the creases of the palm and fingers
tended to confuse the recognition process. Freeman et al.
report a technique using orientation histograms, which tally the
discretized intensity gradient directions at each pixel location
in the hand image [16], [17]. Freeman et al.’s method estimates
the hand orientation, but does not give specific information as
to the hand pose.
The Finger Counter system falls into the category of systems that determine the contour, or boundary, between the
hand and non-hand pixels and use that contour to derive
features. Some such systems process contours found in the
image before attempting classification [7], [22]. Such systems determine the number of finger-like protrusions from
the hand contour and use that information, combined with
other features, to determine hand pose. For example, Athitsos and Sclaroff’s system identifies fingertip candidates as
points of maximal curvature between inflection points in
the hand contour [1]. Finger-like protrusions are labeled as
those protrusions that are large enough and whose elongation
exceeds a specified threshold. Kumar and Segan analyze the
hand contour for points of maximum and minimum curvature
to estimate the number of finger-like protrusions and their
minimum and maximum extent [34]. Quek et al. use a finitestate machine to determine the position and length of fingerlike protrusions [48].
The Finger Counter system converts the contour’s Cartesian
coordinates to polar coordinates for protrusion analysis. This
takes advantage of the fact that extended fingers “radiate”
outward from the center of the palm and also makes recognition invariant to a significant range of degrees of rotation
parallel to the image plane. That is, the hand need not be held
strictly upright for recognition to succeed. The idea of using a
polar-coordinate representation of the hand contour has been
exploited previously, e.g., [2], [5], [24], [38], [43], [62].
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C. Classification
The third aspect of hand-gesture recognition is classification
of the feature vector into one of several hand poses. To
facilitate comparison, some researchers create models of the
hand encoded in the system without using training data.
For instance, Laptev and Lindeberg model the palm as a
large Gaussian “blob” of image intensity values and each
outstretched finger as two smaller, elongated blobs with a
difference-of-Gaussians “ridge” for the fingertip [35]. They
report no empirical results. Triesch and von der Malsburg
model hand postures as graphs; the graph nodes are “jets,”
or vectors composed of the responses of Gabor wavelets
of different sizes and orientations to image intensity values
centered at a particular image location [57]. Through a process
known as elastic graph matching, the graphs representing hand
postures are warped to fit to image features; the best fit results
in a classification of that hand posture. In addition to the
graphs, which are predetermined, the system uses training
images to determine the parameters of the jets at each node.
Training images consist of examples of each hand pose against
light and dark backgrounds. Triesch and von der Malsburg
report that their system correctly recognized gestures in 92.9%
of 604 images with a uniform background and in 85.8% of
338 images with a a complex background.
Other systems also must be trained with sample images
of the hand in different postures. In Athitsos and Sclaroff’s
system [1], the number and position of apparent fingertips
in an image are compared to a database of over 100,000
images representing 26 hand poses subject to a wide range
of 3D rotations representing different possible views of the
hand [1]. To supplement the comparisons between the number
and position of apparent fingertips in image and training
data, Athitsos and Sclaroff use similarity measures such as
Chamfer distance, edge-orientation histograms, and moments
of least inertia. Lockton and Fitzgibbon describe a system that
compares the silhouette image of the hand to previously stored
templates of 46 static hand postures [37] using a technique
similar to adaptive boosting [18]. Limitations of their approach
include the large number of templates required (3000) and the
fact that the lighting conditions must be similar for the images
used to build templates and the run-time conditions.
Other classification methods that require training include
neural nets and hidden Markov models. Kjeldsen and Kender
use neural nets to determine hand pose [32]. Given 50 samples
of three hand poses for training, they achieved 85-90% recognition rates using 100 test images. Hidden Markov models are
suitable for recognition of dynamic hand gestures [7], [49],
[51], [58], [59]. Starner et al. extract from the hand silhouette
sixteen geometrical measurements, based upon various moments of inertia, and feed them into a hidden Markov model
that can recognize five dynamic hand gestures. Recognition
rates range from 74.5% to 97.8%, depending upon the test
conditions. In other work, the input to the hidden Markov
models are the 3D positions of both hands, as determined by a
stereoscopic camera setup against a uniform background [38],
[59], or projection of low-resolution grayscale images of the
hand into an eigenspace using principal components analysis
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[49].
Like Finger Counter, some researchers use rules-based
systems to analyze geometrical information. This approach has
the advantage that it does not require training. For instance,
Cutler and Turk use a rules-based system to determine the
intended gesture based upon the geometrical characteristics
of an ellipse constraining the imaged hand [11]. Kumar
and Segan classify a hand gesture based upon the number
of maxima and minima protrusions [34]. Jo et al.’s system
recognizes dynamic gestures, such as “grasp,” by analyzing
a series of frames for differences in the hand area, centroid
position, and maximum protrusion length [29]. Quek et al. use
a rules-based system with inputs such as the area of a bounding
box containing the hand and the geometrical moments [47].
Ji et al. use a row-by-row scanning algorithm to count how
many fingers are held up [28]. Such a system depends upon
the finger-like protrusions being strictly vertical. The system
recognizes zero, one, or two fingers.
Some systems eschew the segmentation and featureextraction stages, making a classification directly from the
video image [10], [16], [17]. For example, Darrell and Pentland use normalized correlation to match view models of
particular hand postures with the image [12]. The disadvantage
of such a technique is that a new model must be created for
each view.
III. T HE METHOD
The goal is to estimate a user’s hand signal given one or
more images. Such an endeavor raises a number of challenges.
Images of the same hand pose can look different when made
by different people under different lighting and background
conditions. Moreover, the same hand pose appears differently
when the hand is held in a different position or orientation
with respect to the camera.
When the Finger Counter interface is started, it captures
an image without the user’s hand in the field of view, the
“background image.” Then, as it captures subsequent frames
with the user’s hand present, it subtracts them from the background image to segment, or identify, the pixels in the image
composing the user’s hand. The background differencing is
done in such a way as to compensate for slight camera motion
from side to side or up and down. Once the hand region is
identified in the image, the Finger Counter determines the
hand contour, computes the estimated center of the palm, and
then counts the number of fingers protruding from the palm.
To exploit the temporal continuity inherent in video sequences,
the system reports a particular posture only when it detects
the same posture over a series of video frames. This way, the
system does not make spurious identifications while the user
is in the preparation or retraction phases of gesture-making.
Finger Counter limits itself to a six-signal alphabet Σ =
{∅, , , , , }. In addition, to simplify the estimation,
Finger Counter requires the user to use a single hand, place
it in full view of the camera, and keep the palm more or less
parallel to the image plane. The background in front of which
hand poses are made need not be uniform or planar, however,
it must be stationary, and should not contain large regions of
colors similar to the color of user’s hand.
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Finger Counter estimates a hand signal Ŝ from a video
image I using the three modules shown in Fig. 2: (1) The
“Image Processing” module takes a raw video image and
processes it to determine the contour of the hand in the
image. (2) The “Feature Extraction” module estimates, from
a single processed image, how many fingers are held up
and the fingertip positions. The feature vector containing the
number of fingertips and their estimated positions is placed
into a circular buffer. (3) The “Classifier” module examines
the buffer to compare the number and location of fingertips
over a series of frames and to estimate S. This estimate is
considered the classifier’s “state.” The application program at
any time can examine the state of the Classifier and take action
accordingly.
Frames are captured continuously as the user moves his
or her hand into position to form a hand signal and also as
the user retracts the hand. To determine whether an estimated
hand posture Ŝ is the user’s intended signal S, as opposed to
a transitory movement between signals, the user is required to
maintain the hand posture for a short period of time. To assist
the user, a “feedback” window is provided, so that the user
can see how the system “sees” his or her hand. To make the
feedback window more intuitive, the image is mirrored. The
system also gives audio cues in the form of a voice that makes
statements such as “I see two fingers.”
A. Image processing
The image-processing module performs two major tasks:
it segments the foreground containing the hand from the
background and determines the hand’s contour (see Fig. 3).
To perform the segmentation, the background-differencing
algorithm adapts to changes in camera position. The system
then determines the contour between the largest foreground
region and the background region in the image.
1) Background differencing: When it starts, the algorithm
captures and stores an image B0 of the background. It assumes
that B0 does not include the user’s hand. When the user puts
his or her hand in front of the camera, the hand is segmented
from the background by subtracting B0 from the image with
the hand. Pixels where the difference is significant, that is,
more than the typical range of intensity variation due to camera
noise, are considered to be foreground pixels.
Let It be the image of dimensions M × N acquired by
the camera at time t. This is a color image with three

Fig. 3. Example results of image-processing steps in Finger Counter’s Image
Processing Module. The first image is shown before processing. In the next
image, the foreground is segmented from the background. In the third image,
connected components are labeled by color. In the last image, the contour of
the largest connected component was identified.

>
channels; thus, It (i, j) = ItR (i, j), ItG (i, j), ItB (i, j) , with
ItR , ItG , and ItB denoting the red, green, and blue components
respectively. The initial background image is B0 = I0 . The
Finger Counter system models a pixel at image coordinates
(i, j) of the scene background as B0C (i, j) + N C (0, σ 2 ), where
C is the color channel and N C (0, σ 2 ) represents a normal,
zero-mean noise term of unknown variance. This is analogous
to an experimentally validated model proposed for grayscale
cameras [3]. The noise term is typically small compared to
the dynamic range of the image for charge-coupled-device
cameras. Such cameras have a noise level on the order of
σ = 1.3 out of 256 intensity levels [41].
Starting with time t = 1, let I0 t be the M 0 × N 0 subimage
of It aligned at u0 = 1/2(M − M 0 , N − N 0 ), that is,
I0 t = It (u0 + (i, j)). To perform background differencing at
time t + 1, the system compares I0 t with subimage B0 t−1 =
B0 (ut + (i, j)), also of dimensions M 0 × N 0 , as shown in
Fig. 4. Each pixel in B0 t is subtracted from the corresponding
pixel in I0 t and the difference compared to two thresholds.
The result is a binary mask Ft with “one” pixels for pixels
judged to be in the foreground and “zero” pixels elsewhere.
With respect to the first threshold,
(
1 I0 Ct (i, j) − B0 Ct (i, j) > τ C ∀C ∈ {R, G, B}
Ft (i, j) =
0 otherwise.
(1)
C
Threshold τ C is computed as τ C = κ max(i,j) {I0 t (i, j) −
C
B0 t (i, j)}, where 0 < κ < 1 and κ was chosen empirically.
Because τ C is a fraction of the maximum difference value
for a particular color channel C, there will always be pixels
that exceed the threshold and would incorrectly be judged
foreground pixels, even when the only differences in the
images are due to sensor noise. Therefore, a second, absolute
threshold τ 0C is used for each color channel to segment
foreground pixels. In particular, for all C ∈ {R, G, B}, if
C
C
I0 t (i, j) − B0 t (i, j) < τ 0C then Ft (i, j) = 0 for all (i, j).
If none of the intensity differences exceed the absolute
threshold, the system acquires a new background image B0 . In
this way, the system adapts to slow changes in the background,
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(x̄, ȳ)

Fig. 4. Alignment of background image. Note that the figure exaggerates the
displacement for illustration purposes. At left is background image B 0 = I0
at time t = 0. Subimage B00 = I00 is inside the black rectangle. In the
middle is new subimage I0 t , obtained at time t from camera’s full frame It .
At right is background image B0 with background subimage B0t aligned to
correspond with I0 t at time t.

typically whenever there is not a hand in the scene. To adapt
to dramatic changes in the background, the program allows the
user to trigger the system’s capture of a new background image
by pressing a key on the keyboard. Values for all parameters
discussed in this chapter, including M , N , M 0 , N 0 , κ, and
τ 0C , are given in Section IV.
To update estimated offset ût+1 , the algorithm minimizes
the squared difference between background pixels in I0 t and
the corresponding pixels in B0 over all possible offsets {u}:
X
2
It0C (i, j) − B0C (u + (i, j)) ,
ût+1 = argmin
u

(i, j) ∈ Bt and
C ∈ {R, G, B}

(2)
where Bt = {(i, j) | Ft (i, j) = 0} is the set of background
pixel coordinates.
The algorithm compensates for combinations of side-to-side
and up-and-down camera motion, for example, when a camera
is subject to vibration from an air conditioner. Without loss of
generality, consider translation tx parallel to the x-axis of the
camera’s image plane. Before the camera is moved, a world
point at distance Z0 from the camera is imaged at x1 and
afterward at x2 . Under perspective projection, the disparity δx
is expressed as follows:
δx = x 2 − x 1 =

tx f
,
Z0

(3)

where f is the camera’s focal length. Disparity δx is the
ground truth for the x-component of Finger Counter’s estimate
û = (ûx , ûy ) (Equation 2) if the background consists of a
planar surface at Z0 , in our experiments typically the ceiling,
about 2 meters overhead. For a relatively large camera motion
of tx = 1 cm, the disparity for Z0 = 2 m, with focal length
f = 2.24 mm and pixel size 5.6 µm, is only 2 pixel units. If
the background is not strictly planar, but contains an object at
distance X0 − ∆, the disparity between its image before and
after camera motion is only 2.5 pixel units. As the disparities
are small, the difference between them is even smaller, in
this case, half a pixel unit, which shows that the Finger
Counter’s background-estimation method would be expected
to work under environments where the background is not
strictly planar. As another example, for Z0 = 1 m and ∆ =
0.1 m, the difference between disparities is less than half a
pixel unit.
2) Finding the hand contour: ¿From the foreground image F , the system finds the contour of the largest connected

(x̄, ζ ȳ)

Fig. 5. Region of interest with contour centroid (x̄, ȳ) and estimated palm
center (x̄, ζ ȳ).

component in the image. To do this, first, regions of foreground
pixels are collected into connected components [25]. Connected components are identified as regions of eight-connected
pixels. Once connected components are identified, all but
the largest are discarded, and an iterative boundary-following
algorithm [26] finds its contour C.P
1
The centroid of C is (x̄, ȳ) = A
(i,j)∈C (i, j), where A is
the number of pixels in C. ¿From the centroid, Finger Counter
estimates the palm center (x̄, ζ ȳ); the parameter ζ = 0.67 was
chosen in developing the system and was appropriate for all
five hand signals. Parameter ζ scales the vertical location of
the centroid of hand contour pixels downward in the image
to estimate the palm center, based on the assumption that the
hand is held approximately upright. The system also defines
a rectangular region of interest containing all contour pixels
level with or above the estimated palm center (x̄, ζ ȳ), as shown
in Fig. 5.
To estimate the position of the center of the palm, the
centroid’s y coordinate was multiplied by ζ = 0.67.
B. Feature extraction
Human fingers when extended radiate outward from the
palm, a trait Finger Counter exploits. Pixels in the contour image C, referenced by Cartesian coordinates (i, j), are
converted to polar coordinates (θ, r) with the origin at the
estimated palm center (x̄, ζ ȳ). Angle θ is quantized by using
θp = p◦ , for p ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , 180}. For each θp , a single
edge pixel ep ∈ C with radius rp is selected as follows: Let
Ap be the set of edge pixels {ek } = {(xek , yek )} for which
the closest ray extending from the polar-coordinate origin is
at angle θp , that is, Ap is the set of edge pixels that fall
between rays extending from the polar-coordinate origin at
angles θp − 0.5◦ and θp + 0.5◦ (see Fig. 6). Then, Ap is
defined by the following equation:




yek − ζ ȳ
Ap = ek : arctan
< θp + 0.5◦ . (4)
xek − x̄
¿From each Ap , the system chooses the farthest edge
pixel from the polar-coordinates origin, that is, ep =
argmaxek ∈Ap |ek − (x̄, ζ ȳ)|. The radius rp corresponding to
angle θp becomes simply rp = |ep − (x̄, ζ ȳ)|. Figure 7
illustrates the result of this conversion on a contour image.
To count fingers the system first sets threshold τr to be
a fraction of the maximum r in the region of interest, that
is, τr = c max r (see Fig. 7). Let t be the frame number
and k range from 1 through the total number of protrusions
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IV. I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS

yep

αp + 0.5◦
αp − 0.5◦
(x̄, ζ ȳ)

xep

Fig. 6. Illustration of how a contour pixel ep is selected for a discrete polarcoordinate angle θp . The squares represent the pixels between rays extending
from the palm center (x̄, ζ ȳ) at angles θp − 0.5◦ and θp + 0.5◦ . The hollow
square is ep , the farthest pixel.

pt (1) pt (2)
r
τr
ROI
r α

m1 n1m2 n2

6

α

Fig. 7.
Illustration of transformation from Cartesian (x, y) to polar
coordinates (r, θ). Cartesian coordinate origin is at (x̄, ζ ȳ).

found. The system identifies the location pt (k) of the tip of
finger-like protrusion number k in frame number t as a local
maximum in a range of farthest-edge pixels for which the `2 norm exceeds τr . If mk defines the lower end of a range and
nk the upper end, then, for all p such that mk ≤ p ≤ nk , all
pixels are found with |ep | > τr . Then, pt (k) = argmaxep |ep |.
The ranges must be disjoint, that is, 0 ≤ m1 ≤ n1 < m2 ≤
n2 < · · · < mk ≤ nk ≤ 180, to identify separate fingers.
Let νt be the number of protrusions found in frame t. The
system stores νt and pt = {pt (1), pt (2), · · · pt (νt )} in its
circular buffer.

C. Classification
The number of fingertips identified in an image, provided
it is between 1 and 5, categorizes the hand pose. However,
as a user moves his or her hand in preparation for making a
hand pose or retracts the hand, the system may capture images
and report a different number of fingers from what the user
intended. To determine whether an estimated hand posture Ŝ
is the intended hand signal, rather than a gestural preparation
or retraction, requires the user to maintain the hand posture
for a short period of time so the system can verify his or her
intent. In this regard, Finger Counter’s Classifier module, at
time t considers the last ρ records from the circular buffer for
two conditions:
1) The ρ records report the same number of finger-like
protrusions.
2) The squared distance in pixels between the same protrusion in successive frames is less than a threshold τν .
The second condition requires that the user’s hand be relatively
stationary before a determination is made. If these conditions
are met, then the classifier reports a finger count at time t.

The interface was implemented under Linux 2.4 on a laptop
computer with a Pentium IV 1.4 GHz processor and 256 MB
of RAM. Attached to the computer via a universal serial
bus was a Logitech Quickcam 4000 Pro or a Creative Labs
Webcam III, running (with compression) at 30 frames per
second. The Finger Counter interface processes about 10
frames per second. Most of the delay comes from updating
the background subimage alignment ut (Eq. 2). Note that
Eq. 2 could be computed in parallel using the SIMD (single
instruction, multiple data) microprocessor instruction set to
speed up the frame rate of the interface.
The webcam captured images of dimension M × N =
320 × 240. The images were cropped to dimensions M 0 ×
N 0 = 300 × 226, which maintained the aspect ratio of the
image while allowing the background-differencing algorithm
to correct for minor camera motion, i.e., motion at most 10
pixels to the left or right and at most 8 pixels up or down. In
developing the interface, κ = 0.2 was found to appropriately
separate pixel differences due to camera noise from those
due to the presence of a foreground object. Similarly, the
absolute threshold for differencing was set to τ 0C = 40; if
the maximum value for all color channels of all pixels did not
exceed that value, then all differences between the background
and current image were considered to be due to noise. The
percentage of maximum protrusion deemed to be a fingerlike protrusion was determined to be c = 0.75. Higher values
for c made it difficult to recognize short fingers while lower
values caused the algorithm to begin recognizing knuckles as
fingers. To suppress spurious recognitions, the circular buffer
size was set to ρ = 5. Higher values than 5 tended to make
the interface delay noticeable. Finally, τν = 800 pixel units
squared constrains the squared distance between estimated
fingertip positions from frame to frame enough to ensure that
the intended hand signal is recognized.
Radial distortion occurs when a camera lens causes straight
lines near the edge of the field of view to appear curved. For
the camera used with the interface, radial distortion [23] was
found to be as much as 4.6 pixel units, which would have the
potential to confound the background-differencing algorithm.
Accordingly, the Finger Counter interface undistorts each
image as it is received from the camera, including the initial
background image B0 .
To minimize the effect of sensor noise, incoming images
are convolved with a 3 × 3 mask approximating an isotropic
Gaussian function. Noise from the camera was found to be
sufficiently suppressed by using a Gaussian function with
standard deviation σ = 1.0.
The system uses several threads of execution [50] to improve the system’s efficiency. The threads timeshare the central
processing unit and access common global variables. The
system uses one thread to interface with Video4Linux, a Linux
module that facilitates communication with cameras attached
to the system. Another thread processes incoming frames
as described above and implements one of the application
programs described below. A final thread handles audio output.
Multithreading prevents the system from stalling while waiting
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Fig. 8. Template to teach a user how to hold his or her hand in order to be
recognized by the system
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were quantitative performance analyses, in which test subjects
played modified versions of the games described in Section V:
The second method assessed the accuracy and response time
of the system in responding to hand signals in the voiceinteractive game. The third method measured how well the
interface estimated fingertip positions in the “finger paint”
game. The fourth and final evaluation method, a questionnaire,
was designed as a qualitative measure of Finger Counter’s
usability as an interface.
A. Experiments to determine operating limits of the interface
For the first evaluation tool, the Finger Counter interface
was run on a computer in a laboratory under fluorescent and
incandescent lighting. The camera was placed on a tripod
facing the ceiling, hand signals were formed above the camera,
and then the position of the hand with respect to the camera
was altered in one of the following ways:

Fig. 9. “Finger paint” game: the bottom window gives text messages. The
right window is the “user-feedback window,” and the left window is the
painting, created by a sequence of detected hand signals. In the example
shown, the player moved her two fingers in a clock-wise circular motion,
spreading them apart to increase the brush size.

for input or output and thus maintains seamless interaction
with the user.
To acclimate a user to the interface, Finger Counter briefly
displays the template shown in Fig. 8 and asks the user to fit
his or her hand to it. This step teaches the user how to hold
his or her hand in order to be recognized by the system.
V. A PPLICATIONS
Two applications were developed to demonstrate the handrecognition capabilities of the Finger Counter interface. The
first is a voice-interactive game, a program that audibly
prompts the player to hold up a certain number of fingers
and then counts them. The output of the system is an audio
and text message regarding the number of fingers recognized.
The second application allows the user to paint on the screen
using her fingertips, controlling the brush size or quantity of
brushes by modifying her hand pose. If a player holds up one
finger, painting is done with one brush. If two fingers are held
up, a single brush does the painting, and the player can vary
the brush size dynamically by spreading or contracting the
two fingers. Holding up three or four fingers allows the player
to paint simultaneously with three or four brushes. Finally,
holding up five fingers erases the entire image. A screenshot
of the “finger paint” game is shown in Fig. 9.
VI. E XPERIMENTS :

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

Four evaluation methods were used to test the Finger
Counter interface. The first was a series of tests designed
to test to what degree a hand signal could be rotated with
respect to, or translated toward or away from, the camera
and still be recognized by the system. The next two methods

1) The hand was moved closer to the camera.
2) The hand was moved away from the camera.
3) The wrist or forearm was rotated in the direction of one
of the Euler angles around axes modeled to go through
the center of the palm:
• “Pitch”: The wrist was rotated so the fingertips were
closer to the camera than the palm or vice versa
(wrist in flexion or extension).
• “Roll”: The forearm was rotated so that the side of
the hand including the base of the little finger was
closer than the side including the base of the thumb,
or vice versa (forearm in pronation or supination).
• “Yaw”: The wrist was rotated in a plane parallel to
the image plane, so that, from the interface camera’s
perspective, the fingertips moved to one side while
the palm remained fixed (ulnar or radial deviation).
An additional digital camera was set up on a tripod next to
the webcam to capture still images of hand positions for “out
of plane” rotations, that is, pitch and roll. The user placed his
hand over the camera so that the hand was oriented parallel
to the camera lens, perpendicular to the bottom of the image
frame, and the system properly recognized the hand signal.
The hand was then moved in each manner listed above until
recognition failed. The user then moved his hand back to the
last point where the hand was consistently recognized.
A tape measure was used to determine how close and
how far the hand can be from the camera. Figure 10 shows
screenshots from the Finger Counter program taken when the
hand was at the nearest and farthest distances respectively. The
nearest and farthest distances depend upon the focal length of
the camera. For the camera used in these tests, the focal length
was 2.24 mm, which appears to be typical for webcams.
To measure pitch and roll, angles were measured from the
images taken by the additional digital camera using an imagemanipulation program. Angles were measured between the
horizontal and a line from the center of the palm best representing the attitude of the hand. Yaw angles were measured
from the vertical using screenshots from the Finger Counter
program. Figure 11 shows sample measurements.
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TABLE I
AVERAGE HAND ( METACARPALE ) MEASUREMENTS
N = SAMPLE SIZE , SD = STANDARD DEVIATION
N

Fig. 10. Operating limits of the Finger Counter: Near and far distance range
with correct recognition of signal .

Air Force
male
General public
male
Test Subject 1
Test Subject 2
Air Force
female
General public
female
Test Subject 3

148
15

211
15

Length
(± SD)
19.7 cm
(± 0.9 cm)
18.7 cm
(± 1.0 cm)
20.4 cm
19.1 cm
17.9 cm
(± 0.9 cm)
16.7 cm
(± 0.5 cm)
17.8 cm

Width
(± SD)
9.0 cm
(± 0.4 cm)
8.7 cm
(± 0.5 cm)
9.5 cm
8.9 cm
7.7 cm
(± 0.4 cm)
7.5 cm
(± 0.3 cm)
10.2 cm

Ratio of
Length to
Width
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.2
1.8

TABLE II
N ARROWEST RANGES OF HAND POSITION AND
TEST SUBJECTS USING

Hand Signal

Fig. 11. Operating limits of the Finger Counter: Examples of the range of
recognized orientations of the hand with respect to the camera. The white
lines superimposed on the images show the x or y axis and the line used
to measure the angle. In all cases, the Finger Counter camera faced upward.
A second camera captured the images in the left and center columns; the
second camera was leveled and placed either directly to the left or directly in
front of the user. The left two images show pitch measurements, with wrist in
flexion and then in extension. The middle two images show roll angles, with
the forearm in pronation and in supination. The right two images show yaw
measurements, taken by the Finger Counter camera, with the wrist in ulnar
and then radial deviation.

The palm centers in the images on the right in Figures 10
and 11 are not correctly identified; however, for the purpose
of hand signal classification, the estimated locations serve
reliably as the origins of the polar coordinate transformation.
Tests were conducted on three subjects. Table I shows
how subjects’ hand sizes compare with a study of Air Force
personnel [19] and a smaller study including the general public
[6]. Test Subject 1 had a slightly larger than average hand, but
the proportion of length to width was comparable to those in
both anthropomorphic studies. Test Subject 2 had an averagesized hand, also with comparable proportion to those in the
studies. Test Subject 3 had an average-sized hand, but the
width of her hand was disproportionately larger than the length
compared to an average female hand.
Table II shows the narrowest ranges for all test subjects for
the various types of hand positions with respect to the camera.
The signal was recognized in the narrowest range of 0.67 m,
for instance, from 0.29 m to 0.96 m from the camera. The
symbol was also least robust to rolls, recognized for all
test subjects in a range of 40◦ . For pitch, the symbol was
recognized in the narrowest range of 106◦, for example, from
56◦ below the horizontal to 50◦ above. Finally, for yaw, the
system was least resistant to rotations of the
symbol, with
a minimum range of 21◦ .
In tests of an earlier version of the Finger Counter interface
[8], [9], the minimum ranges were as follows: distance, 0.4 m;

ORIENTATION WITH THREE

F INGER C OUNTER INTERFACE

Distance
1.99 m
1.87 m
1.87 m
1.42 m
0.67 m

Roll
321◦
126◦
100◦
78◦
40◦

Pitch
106◦
107◦
108◦
112◦
114◦

Yaw
150◦
123◦
100◦
57◦
21◦

pitch, 84◦ ; roll, 14◦ ; yaw, 13◦ . The earlier experiments were
conducted with the hands of three volunteers: the slightly
larger-than-average male hand described above, a smaller- and
wider-than-average female hand, and an average-sized female
hand of average proportions.
B. Experiments with voice-interactive game
Twenty volunteers played a version of the voice-interactive
game that, for each frame, logged (1) the time since the last
request was made, (2) the number of fingers requested, (3)
the number of fingers detected for that frame, and (4) Finger
Counter’s estimate of the number of fingers held up. The latter
two numbers may differ, because, as described in Section III,
the system uses a number of successive frames to reach a
conclusion as to how many fingers are held up.
The test subjects included students, doctors, teachers, a
college professor, administrative assistants, and an economist.
Test subjects were in their twenties or thirties. There was
a wide range in the length of computer experience among
test subjects. One test subject had less than one year of
computer experience, while two reported 22 years of computer
experience. There was also a wide range of weekly computer
usage by test subjects, from less than one hour a day to 10
hours per day.
Five tests were conducted in a room with ambient natural light and incandescent interior lighting. One test was
conducted in a laboratory with incandescent and fluorescent
lighting. Sixteen tests were conducted in offices at a university,
where fluorescent lighting supplemented the ambient light
coming through windows. In all locations, the camera pointed
at a ceiling about two meters overhead.
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TABLE III

TABLE IV

C ONFUSION MATRIX . E MPTY ENTRIES INDICATE 0%. T WENTY TEST
SUBJECTS EACH MADE TWO VERSIONS OF EACH HAND SIGNAL .

R ESPONSE TIMES DURING VOICE - INTERACTIVE TEST

Ground
Truth

Finger Counter’s Estimate
100.0%
100.0%
2.5%

97.5%
15.0%

82.5%
15.0%

Hand Signal

Minimum
1.40 s
1.37 s
1.57 s
1.50 s
1.49 s

Median
2.21 s
2.33 s
2.44 s
2.34 s
2.37 s

Maximum
3.34 s
5.34 s
3.72 s
4.21 s
6.77 s

2.5%
85.0%

Before the test began, the subjects were given a brief
introduction to the Finger Counter: how it works, its intended
purpose, the types of tests they would complete, and a demonstration on how to use it. They were then given the opportunity
to familiarize themselves with the program by playing with the
painting program or else trying a few signals with the voiceinteractive game before the formal testing began. During this
trial period, the only advice given to the participants was to
keep their hand in the field of view of the camera, at a suitable
distance so that all fingers could be seen clearly. Users were
also asked to remove their hand from the field of view between
tests. The demonstration and explanation took no more than
two minutes.
The “voice-interactive test” is a version of the voiceinteractive game described in Section V. The test administrator
initiated each request by pressing a key on the keyboard. Each
test subject was asked to make ten hand signals, two of each
hand signal; the sequence of requests was generated ahead
of time at random and the same sequence was used for all
test subjects. Following a request, a user was given up to
ten seconds to make the hand signal or type the key on the
keyboard. When the subjects used the keyboard, they always
selected the correct number. When a hand signal was made
and the system failed to identify it within ten seconds, it was
assumed that the system was unlikely to identify it given more
time. In fact, in the tests the longest response time was 6.77 s.
Within the ten-second window, the system logged frames
until the requested signal was detected; on a few occasions, an
incorrect signal was detected first and then the correct signal.
Table 6.4 gives a confusion matrix, showing requests made
(“ground truth”) and the system’s initial estimate of the hand
signal. For hand signals and , there was no confusion,
that is, the system correctly identified the hand signal made
on the first try 100% of the time. Finger Counter misidentified
as on one occasion out of 40, or 2.5% of the time. For
signals
and
, there were higher confusion rates. Once
Finger Counter misidentified
as
, and Finger Counter
misidentified as five times, or 15% of the time, in both
cases out of a total of 40 requests to make hand signal .
Finally, five times out of 40, Finger Counter misidentified
as .
Table IV shows minimum, median, and maximum response
times broken down by signals requested and recognized. Over
all signals, the median time between when a user was asked to
form a particular signal and when the Finger Counter system
recognized it is 2.33 s. The mean response time is 2.38 s
and the 95%-confidence interval, computed using Student’s t

Fig. 12. Finger Counter “finger paint” test: the left screen shows the drawing;
the right screen shows the “user feedback” window.

distribution, was [2.04 s, 2.73 s].
These numbers are an improvement on test results on an
earlier version of the Finger Counter [8], [9]. In those tests,
involving 37 test subjects, correct recognition rates ranged
from 68% to 97%, depending upon the hand signal. The
mean response time was 2.96 s with 95%-confidence interval
[2.69 s, 3.24 s]. By comparison, the time it took the same test
subjects to respond to a request to press a particular key on the
keyboard, starting with the hand away from the keyboard, was
also measured—the mean of 2.24 s, 95%-confidence interval
[2.04 s, 2.43 s], was 0.72 s shorter than the mean response time
using the earlier version of the system. Note that the difference
between the keyboard response times and the current Finger
Counter interface response times is statistically insignificant:
the keyboard’s mean response time 2.24 s is within the Finger
Counter’s 95%-confidence interval [2.04 s, 2.73 s] and vice
versa (2.38 s is in [2.04 s, 2.43 s]).
C. Experiments with “finger paint” application
As described in Section V, the “finger paint” application
allows a user to “paint” on the screen by moving one or
more fingertips in front of the camera. For the third evaluation
tool, instead of beginning with a blank canvas, the program
presented users with a circle on the screen as a template to
draw on. The “finger paint” test was conducted immediately
after the voice-interactive test with five of the volunteers.
After the program was started, users were asked to move their
finger to position the brush on the template. Then, the test
administrator began the test by pressing a key on the keyboard.
Once the user made one full circumnavigation of the template,
the test administrator pressed another key to stop the test.
Each position of the brush was logged by the program. For
comparison, the test was repeated with the test subject using
a computer mouse, instead of the Finger Counter interface,
with the same test protocol.
To evaluate the accuracy of a subject’s trace of
the circular template, the average distance D
=

Distance D from Template (pixels)
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Finger Paint Drawing

Drawing with Computer Mouse
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Fig. 13. Average distances between test subjects’ drawings and the circular
template

1
N

PN

i=1 |(||pi − O|| − r)| was computed from each point pi
in a given drawing to the closest point in the template, where
O is the center of the template, r is the template radius, and
N is the number of points drawn. Figure 13 shows results
of the “finger paint” test. For drawings of the five subjects
with the Finger Counter interface, D ranged from 13.8 pixel
units to 43.6 pixel units on an 800 × 600-pixel draw window
containing a circle of radius 200 pixel units. The median of
D was 19.5 pixel units. By comparison, for drawings with a
computer mouse, D ranged from 8.2 to 21.4 pixel units, with
an median of 14.2 pixel units.

D. Qualitative evaluation of usability

Number of Responses

The fourth evaluation tool, the questionnaire, asked test
subjects to rate on a scale from 1 to 10 the (1) ease of use
and (2) “naturalness” of the Finger Counter interface versus an
ordinary computer mouse. For instance, a 10 on “ease of use”
means that the respondent thought the interface was “super
easy” to use; a 1, “very hard.” A 10 on the “naturalness”
test means the respondent thought the pointing device was
“completely intuitive;” a 1 means it was “completely unnatural.” Twelve test subjects responded to the questionnaire.
Figure 14 shows histograms of the results. The questionnaire
responses show similar ranges for “ease of use.” For “naturalness,” responses for the computer mouse are noticeably higher
than for the Finger Counter. Some respondents commented
that “naturalness” was application-dependent, and thus it was
difficult to rate.
5

Finger Counter
computer mouse

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

Finger Counter
computer mouse

0
1

2

3 4 5 6 7 8
"Ease of Use" Rating

9

10

1

2

3 4 5 6 7 8
"Naturalness" Rating

9

10

Fig. 14. Histograms showing ratings of 12 respondents for “ease of use”
and “naturalness” of a computer mouse versus Finger Counter

VII. D ISCUSSION
The Finger Counter extends prior work to produce a
simple and reliable hand-signal recognizer. There are two
main algorithmic contributions. Firstly, a background modeling/alignment algorithm is proposed that can compensate for
small motions of the camera. While the algorithm is based on
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subtracting subsequent frames, a popular method in computer
vision, it does more than that: it captures a “foreground-free
subimage” prior to and automatically during interface use
to model the background dynamically. Once the foreground,
in our application the user’s hand, appears, the algorithm
estimates the best subimage alignment for each frame, employing pixel-wise comparisons in the three color channels
with an automatically computed threshold. Secondly, a rulesbased protrusion estimator is used for the reliable detection of
fingers given the radial representation of the hand boundary.
Our contribution here is a fresh approach to combine similar
techniques into a system that works under less restrictive
conditions than some of the previously published approaches.
In particular, high-resolution visible-light or thermal cameras,
stable tripods, finger markers, uniform backgrounds etc. are
not required.
Our experiments show that the interface reliably and quickly
recognizes hand signals as input and can be used in application
programs, such as the voice-interactive game and “finger
paint” application. The experiments were conducted in a
variety of real-world situations in offices, laboratories, people’s
homes, coffee shops – in natural light and in incandescent and
fluorescent lighting. The system was tested by people with
various levels for computer experience – children, students,
and professionals.
One of the Finger Counter’s strengths is that it works for
any user without training. This is why the system uses a rulesbased approach, assuming that most human hands are capable
of forming the contours recognized by the system. Indeed,
anthropomorphic studies show relatively little variation in
hand length or width [6], [19]. Untrained gesture-recognition
systems [10]–[12], [16], [17], [28], [29], [34], [35], [47] in the
literature did not include quantitative experimental results. The
Finger Counter’s successful recognition rates were comparable
with hand-gesture recognition systems [32], [37], [49], [51],
[56], [57] that required training. Future studies may show
whether other shape [62] or color-space representations [54]
can lead to more successful hand signal detection.
Experiments detailed in Section VI show that the Finger
Counter is robust to variations in hand position with respect
to the camera. Although the interface is designed to recognize
hand postures from hands held parallel to the image plane, in
fact the rules-based protrusion estimator allows for substantial
variation in how a user can hold his or her hand. Using the
most conservative criteria, that is, the narrowest of the ranges
of motion of the test subjects, the system still tolerates a
wide range of motion. Note that the Finger Counter users
are willing to cooperate with the system requirements, and do
not purposely try to make the system fail. This cooperation
also ensures that the Finger Counter system can initialize and
maintain dynamically the background image without the user’s
hand in the field of view.
Tests show the Finger Counter interface to be reliable
and efficient. The interface is only a little slower than a
keyboard for making a selection from five items. This was
consistent with the observation that, in most cases, response
times reflected how long it took the user to process and
respond to the request; once the hand signal was formed,
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the system recognized it quickly. Because response times are
comparable to a keyboard, users might be expected to find the
Finger Counter an adequate substitute for tasks where input
consists of the selection of a small number of items, such as
from a menu.
Tests using the “finger paint” application showed that the
Finger Counter is not as accurate as other pointing devices that
require direct contact with the hand. In particular, the interface
is adequate for rough drawing tasks, but, for fine pointer
control, the computer mouse was shown to be superior. Note
also that the test subjects were very familiar using a mouse, but
were exposed to the Finger Counter for only a few minutes.
With more practice, users may find the Finger Counter as
natural or easy to use as a computer mouse, especially if they
support their hand by a table.
The earlier system [8], [9] was less tolerant of changes
in hand position than the current system. Moreover, correct
recognition ranged from 68% to 97% in the earlier system
compared with 83% to 100% in the current system. Finally,
response times were significantly better. Apparently, correction
for radial distortion and sensor noise, and substitution of a
contour-following algorithm for an edge-detection algorithm
in the Feature Extraction module, resulted in improved performance.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
The Finger Counter is a viable human-computer interface
using inexpensive computer and video equipment. It
•

•
•

functions reliably with a “webcam” and tolerates minor
camera motion,
has minimal lighting and background requirements, and
is easy to use.

The philosophy underlying the Finger Counter is that simple
demands on the user can result in a viable human-computer
interface. By requiring users to make a small number of hand
poses and hold their hands approximately parallel to the image
plane, the system is able to make reliable recognitions in real
time. By compensating for small camera movements that shift
the user’s hand by only a few pixels in the image, the system
is flexible enough to handle non-ideal camera setups.
In experiments, test subjects with minimal training achieved
response times with Finger Counter comparable to a keyboard.
This suggests that the system is a useful interface for selecting
among a small number of menu items. As a pointing device,
experience shows that the Finger Counter is less accurate than
a computer mouse, but may be suitable for selecting relatively
large on-screen objects and performing gross manipulations
on them.
In some contexts, control by simple, intuitive hand signals
may be a preferable input modality. A user may not want
to use a keyboard or mouse, for example, because the user’s
hands are dirty (for example, an auto mechanic’s) or sterile
(for example, a surgeon’s) or because one hand is occupied
with another task. For these situations and others, the Finger
Counter may prove a useful interface.
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